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The primary intent of this work is. to investigate
computer aided compensator design using classical
freguency response technigues in conjunction with the
technigues of modern mathematical programming. A
computer program to perform the automated design task
is presented. This particular algorithm is based on
the ccnstrained optimization technigue introduced by
M. J. Ecx.
In particular, the desired open loop freguency
response is specified for a number of discrete
freguency points over the freguency range of interest.
Then the ainimization routine is used to vary the
compensator parameters in such a manner as to minimize
a cost functional based on the difference between the
actual and desired open loop freguency response of the
compensated system. To illustrate the algorithm
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Concurrent yith the proliferation cf the digital
computer as a viable, indeed often indispensable,
engineering tool, the development of state-space methods
resulted in the application of the digital computer in the
area of modern control theory over the past decade and a
half. Initially -this application was primarily cf an
analysis nature, but as the theory of optimal control came
into wider publication and acceptance, the role of the
digital computer began to take on aspects of the design
function. This situation is graphically illustrated bj the
myriad of industrial proprietary and university developed
computer programs for computer aided control system design
based upon state variable and optimal control theories.
However, as pointed out by Mitchell [11] comparatively
little work has been done to extend and apply the
ccmputaticnal power, speed, and accuracy of modern digital
computers tc the proven classical theory and methcds of
control system design. After this essential abandonment of
the classical methods (particularly by the academic and
theoretical factions of the control engineering community)
in favor of the modern theory and techniques, recent
publications indicate a realization of the need that both
approaches to system design be used in a complimentary
rather than mutually exclusive manner. In particular the
works of Ccffey, MacFarlane, Mitchell, Page, Rosenfcrock,
Stear, [5,8,11,14] and others show a renewed interest in the
tried and proven classical thecry cf design coupled with the
new technigues and approaches developed by proponents of
modern ccntrcl theory, as applicable to the development cf
usable computer aided control system design algorithms.
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Ccntrcl system design based on frequency domain
specifications, for linear time invariant parameter systems
using classical methods, has traditionally been done
essentially using trial and error techniques. That is, cnce
the fori and location of the compensator has been decided
upcn, the design process reduces to cne of iterative
analysis until the specifications are met or it becomes
obvious tc the designer that the compensator form chosen
will not satisfy the specifications. When systems cf any
complexity are involved this method quite cften transforms
into an extremely tedious and time consuming process.
The availability of a good analysis program coupled with
a digital ccmputer operating in an interactive mode, to
provide minimal turn around time, can be used to somewhat
minimize the tedium of this type of design procedure. By
varying the compensator parameters the designer may then
observe the effects upon system performance without having
tc expend considerable effort in repeated calculations.
This design by iterative analysis may be continued allowing
the computer to perform the calculations until the designer
is satisfied with the response obtained. With the recent
refinements in mathematical programming techniques, it is
possible to relegate some of the design decisions directly
to the computer program, thus even further minimizing the
time and efforts required of the design engineer. The
ultimate coal, which is of course at present a long way down
the road, would be to input only the plant dynamics and the
desired specifications and have the computer perform the
design process completely, without any interaction with the
design engineer.
In this thesis an investigation of the automation cf the
design procedure is undertaken. In particular, giver the
desired cpen loop response in the frequency domain a
ninimization routine is used in conjunction with an analysis
14

algcrithn tc systematically vary the compensator paraaeters
tc approximate the desired response in accordance with a
performance measure which indicates the deviation cf the




II. THE AOTOMATED DESIGN PBC BLEM
A. GENEBAL AOIOMATED DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The word design, as used in many engineering texts of
various disciplines, runs the gamut of describing a process
dealing essentially with scaling already existing
configurations and components to one dealing with a highly
creative activity allowing a maximum amount of freedcm in
satisfying a set of reguirements or specifications. On a
cay to cay basis the majority of the design work
accomplished by engineers lies somewhere between these two
extremes, ccnbining elements of relatively routine, straight
forward calculations with those of creativitj and
imagination.
The overall scope of the design process in general is
indeed sc formidable that it often defies conplete
description in other than general terms, much less
guantificaticn in precise mathematical language. This
latter is unfortunately a necessity in achieving, the
autcmaticn of this process within the limitations of the
presently available hardware and software accessable by the
engineer. Largely for this reason, when considering the
automatic design problem it must by necessity be viewed, for
the near future at least, in terms of a limited scope. That
is, such items as creativity, experience, and intuition,
which are undoubtedly elements of the total design process
as viewed iE its entirety, cannot be achieved by a ccuputer
as the device exists at the present time.
16

One cf tfce key elements of any design process is
decision making. In the overall design process the engineer
makes decisions based upon the information available to him
at the tine cf the design undertaking. Quite often these
decisions are based on a comparison of numerical values of
various elements of the design configuration. It is ic this
specific area of the overall design process that the irodern
day computer can serve as a significant tool for the
engineer inuclved in design, particularly when a large
number cf ccopariscns (expressable in numerical terms) are
involved. In other words, the computer can be used in a
combination analysis and elementary decision making role to
aid the engineer in the overall design procedure. Ey means
of analysis cumerical values may be obtained, forming a
basis frcm which comparisons can be drawn. The analysis
portion is generally essential for exact design and forms
the basis fcr any optimization. The speed available in the
digital computer allpws many calculations and comparisons,
over a wide range of possible solutions, to be performed
which would te prohibitive if peformed by hand.
The employment pf the digital computer as an aid in the
aggregate design process is perhaps as much an art as the
design process itself. While the use cf computer aided
design programs can free the engineer from many burdensome
and time ccnsuming calculations, the individual engineer
must still picvide the framework in which tc interpret the
results in the hard light of physical significance. The
engineer lust also be capable and willing to define the
prcblem in a form with which the computer can work. More
often than net, this latter requires a much sharper, clearer
definition (and subsequently understanding) of the problem
than if the same problem were being designed long hand..
Onlike the analysis problem, which generally possesses a
specific answer, the design problem may not have a unigue
solution which further complicates any computer aided design
17

algorithm. Another aspect th«t should not be overlooked is
the fact that when using a computer aided design program the
engineer often recei.ves, if nothing else, an indication of
the solutions which are not feasible. This in itself is
often net a trivial result especially in dealing with
systems of any complexity.
Another important factor which should net be overlooked
is that once an answer is obtained using a computer aided
design algorithm seme type of sensitivity study will more
than likely te necessary. This is largely due to the fact
that cempenent values in physical hardware cannot generally
be controlled to the precision with which a computer does
its calculations. Therefore, while a particular algorithm
for use in automated design may generate what is indeed a
theoretically plausible solution the implementation of such
a solution may not be possible if it is extremely sensitive
to the parameter values involved.
B. SOME ASPECTS CF COMPUTERIZING THE CLASSICAL DESIGK CE
CCMTBOL SISTEMS
Classically the purpose of the design problem in
feedback control systems has been to make a given plant
satisfy a set of performance specifications imposed upon the
system. Cesign of linear, time invariant compensators for
the control of linear systems has formed a major portion of
the design efforts of conventional servomechanisms. In the
process of investigating the automation of this design
procedure, certain key elements were found to be generally
necessary in ioplementing a basic practical computer
algcritha for automated design, regardless of whether it is




1. A complete description of the plant
or process to be controlled.
2. Specifications describing the
response desired from the system.
3. Some type of criterion function or
Performance measure relating the actual
o the desired response.
4. The form or structure of the
compensator or control to be
implemented.
These items appear in varying degrees as a common
denominatcr amcng present day automated design algorithms
£1,5,11,13] regardless of the specific methods employed or
systems teing considered. That is to say, these elements
appear in algorithms designed for time domain, transform
domain, stochastic processes, and nonlinear systems.
Generally items 1. and 4. are employed in some fcrm of
analysis algorithm while items 2. and 3. form the basis for
a minimization (cr maximization) routine that provides a
foundation for some type of decision making within the
algorithm. This idea of using a performance measure upon
which to rase some type of decision making routine is a
direct carryover from developments in the computerized
design of optimal control systems which relies heavily upon
the idea of mininizing some criterion function. Unlike the
technigues cf optimal control however, the cost functional
as used in this context is net necessarily a function cf the
states and the applied control, tut rather a measure of the
deviation of the actual response from some desired response
which has been specified by the designer. This is perhaps a
fine distinction but one that must be recognized and kept in
mind. One of the many conseguences of this is that there is
no longer a strcng motivation to restrict the performance
measure to a guadratic form in order that the second method
of Liapunov may he used to prove that a stable system will
result. Bather, the form of the cost function in
computerized design based upon classical control theory is
chosen to have properties which aid in the convergence of
19

tte numerical minimization routine used in the algorithm or
which has scue inherent physical significance in the design
process.
C. A FCEMOIATICN Of THE AUTCHATIC DESIGN EBCBLEM IN THE
EBICOENCI DC£AIN
In this thesis the automatic design problem based on
theory developed for classical design methods using
freguency dcoain procedures is investigated. Several
approaches based on frequency domain techniques have been
presented by various people to automate the control system
design prccess [5,11,13,14,20]. These algorithms range from
methods designed primarily for use with multivariable
systems to specialized interpretations of frequency domain
data such as vector frequency domain techniques and inverse
Nyguist nethcds. The suitability of these various methods
have been demonstrated by their respective authors and
others scrking in the area of computer aided control system
design. fthile each represents a step forward in the line of
progress toward automating the design process using
frequency domain techniques the suitability of each
algorithn is dictated to some extent by the particular type
of design problem being solved. Many of these methods
reguire gradient calculations, and those that do not rely
primarily on simplex nonlinear programming algorithms. The
former methcds restrict the form of the cost function to be
oirimized in the sense that it must be dif f erentiable and
problems inherent with numerical differentiating algorithms
are obviously involved. The latter methods invclving
simplex algorithms have difficulty in handling constrained
irinimizaticn problems, particularly when solutions exist
near or en the constraint boundaries.
20

One cf the advantages of th€ frequency response approach
lies in the fact that it lends itself easily to the use of
cpen-loop frequency response data in designing closed loop
systems. The use of frequency response methods provides a
graphical pcitrayal of the system response that lends itself
well to guick interpretation ty the designer. Also since
approaches such as those developed by Bode were intended to
give simple approximate methods for use in hand
calculations, adaptation of these methods in a computer
algorithm allcws the engineer tc plan his design using such
techniques and then employ the aid of the computer without
the requirement cf significant problem restructuring in
order to cast the problem in some particular format not
generallj familiar to the designer, but necessary for
solution ty a computer algorithm. With systems involving
complex transfer functions such restructuring can itself
become guite burdensome thus defeating one cf the primary
reasons for turniag to computer aided design. Perhaps it
should be pointed cut at this point that even using a
ccaputer algorithm to aid in the design process does not
totally relieve the engineer of all hand calculations. Time
must be taken to carefully map out a plan of attack en a
particular problem. In essence the designer must throughly
understand the problem and this is generally achieved by
seme preliminary rcugh sketches and calculations before the
computer ever makes its appearance in the design process.
Throughout this thesis, the vehicle used for presenting
the autcmated design algorithm is the single-input








General System, Block Diagram
figure II-
1
Ihe plant is considered to be linear, time invariant, and
ccupletelj known. Thus the plant may te described by a
rational transfer function in the Laplace variable s of the
form
G(s) =





where z and p may he complex constants
i i
Ihe compensator
G (s) is also considered to be a rational transfer fucction
c
The specifications are given in terms cf the systei open
locp fregueccy response, and the desired response is
achieved by reshaping the system open loop freguency
response thrcugh the use of the compensator in the feed
forward path. This basic procedure is well known tc most
control engineers and is by no means a novel approach to the
design croblem [3,^0,17,18], but through the years it has




The method proposed and under investigation here is a
relatively straight forward adaptation of this technique
with a computer algorithm harnessed to do the compensator
parameter variation in order to systematically reshape the
system open loop frequency response with a minimum amount of
calculation and iteration required on the part cf the
designer. The desired open loop response is specified by
means of a magnitude and phase profile ever the frequency
rarge of interest. This is nothing more than a set of
desired magnitude and corresponding phase values at discrete
frequency points selected by the designer. In addition a
specific form or structure is postulated for the compensator
transfer function G (s) . At this point cf the automated
c
design process the algorithm relies heavily en the
experience and intuition of the individual designer in
cheesing a structure or form of compensator that will have
seme reasonable probability of success in reshaping the
frequency response curves in order to satisfy the design
specif icaticn. Since no firm analytical basis exists for
the determination of a specific structure for the
compensator, the computer algorithm must be given this
information or an iterative method based on some type of
criterion must be used in order to establish the form. This
latter method was felt to be much too time consuming and
restrictive, because of the wide range of variations in
possible structures that might have to be considered, and
essentially teyond the scope of this investigation. Thus
the choice of the compensator form is relegated to the
program user as a design decision that must be undertaken
prior to using the algorithm to determine specific values
for the coefficients of the compensator transfer function
that will yield the desired response. This procedure should
net present a majpr stumbling block for the designer
provided that he possesss a thorough understanding cf the
problem to be solved. In fact, by inputing the specific form
23

of the compensator the designer may investigate compecsator
configurations which might otherwise be considered
unfeasible for the solution of the problem if some type of
iterative algcrithn were used in determining the structure.
Hith these items forming the basic inputs tc the algorithm a
nonlinear performance measure coupled with a minimization
routine is then used to minimize the difference between the
desired and actual frequency response of the open loop
transfer function given by,
T(s) - G (s).G(s)
c
The performance measure (or cost function) selected is of a
normalized form primarily as a matter of convenience in
interpreting the algorithm's results regardless of the
particular problem being considered. That is , the cost
function fcas a general form given by
J(!te) f (1-0 - n
J~
)
where D ( ja>) represents the desired open loop freguency
response of the entire system, A(ja>) is the actual open loop
response, ard « represents the set of discrete freguency
values at which the cost function is to be evaluated. As
mentioned previously this general form of normalized cost
function vas selected primarily as a matter of convenience
in that a particular cost function can be constructed in
such a manner that the optimal or smallest value of J(jo>)
under ideal solution of the problem will be zero.
By inputing the desired response in the form of the
magnitude and phase profile described above, normal
freguency domain specifications such as gain margin, phase
margin, and bandwidth (here defined as the open loop gain
crossover freguency) may be supplied to the algorithm in one
type of format. With these specifications forming part of
the gair acd phase profiles they are automatically
2H
I
incorporated into the overall cost function each tine the
algoritha evaluates the frequency response of the open loop
system ever the range of frequencies specified ty the
designer, thus also eliminating the requirement of
speciali2ed computation within the algorithm to check for
satisfaction of these particular specifications as the
compensator parameters are varied.
25

Ill- TJE MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUE USED
GENEBAI
A variety of functional minimization techniques have
ccme into use in recent years are discussed in ref. [8].
The minimization algorithm used in this work was developed
originally ty M. J. Eox, [4], and is capable of finding the
tinimum cf a general nonlinear cost function, composed of
several variables, within a constrained region. The complex
method of Eox has keen implemented in program form as part
of the standard subroutine library at the Naval Postgraduate
School 8. E. Church Computer Center. The subroutine
(BCXPLX) , was originally programmed by B. B. Hilleary cf the
staff of the Naval Postgraduate School Computer Center and
has subsequently been modified slightly by the author in
order to render it more suitable for use in the scheme of
the compensator optimization program.
In addition to its availability as a standard
subroutine, several other features of this particular
ainimizaticn algorithm made it an attractive choice for use
in minimizing a cost function based on frequency domain
specifications. lihile admittedly more efficient and
sophisticated algorithms for function minimization are
available, tte flexibility and ease of programming of the
complex method of Bex are among considerations that should
not be overlooked. This method does net require that the
derivatives cf the cost function or implicit constraints be
calculated, thus avoiding the sundry problems typically
26

associated fcith numerical methods for the calculation of
derivatives, and eliminating the restriction that the
derivative cf the cost function exist over the range of
interest. In implementing the minimization method the cost
function need not be expressed explicitly in terms cf the
variables tc be manipulated by the program in the
irimizaticn process. Unlike many of the other minimization
prcgrams available, BOXPLX, also provides a restart
capability. lhat is, once a possible minimum value cf the
cost functional is reached the program automatically
restarts frcm randomly generated initial values cf the
variables. Shile this method by no means guarantees that a
glcbal minimum will be achieved for every conceivable
problem the restart capability does at least somewhat
attempt tc avoid the problem cf the minimization terminating
on a local minima within the search area. This methcd is
also tc seme extent scale independent in that the size of
the initial cecmetric figure used in the search for the
minimum value cf the objective function is rcughly scaled to
the order cf the problem variables, through the use of the
difference between the lower and upper bounds en the
variables.
As is the case with other minimization algorithms, this
particular cce is not void of inherent disadvantages and
difficulties. Present in any minimization algorithm of
course is the recurring problem that no guarantee can be
made of achieving a global minimum for all classes of
problems. The complex method cannot handle eguality
constraints without modification of the algorithm. Also as
the number of variables increases the method rapidly becomes
inefficiert. Finally the unconstrained problem is
apparently mere efficiently handled via gradient technigues.
B. DESCBIPIICN 01 THE ALGORITHM
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The ninimization method developed by Ecx has its tasis
in the sequential simplex techniques of linear prograiming,
but is specifically designed to obtain solutions to problems
cf constrained optimization and to avoid such probleas as
the inability of constructing the first siaplex. Thus the
resulting solution of the minimization problem is a set of
variables which nay lie at the extreme edges or boundaries
cf their permissible ranges. The problems generally
associated with constraints on the variables is essentially
attacked by tsing a flexible geometric figure having n + 1, or
more, vertices and capable of expanding or contracting, in
any or all directions. Therefore, unlike many of the
siiplex algorithms no provision is made to maintain a
regular cecnetry between the various points in an
n-dimensicnal space, but rather a changing structure (dubbed
a complex), capable of flattening, rounding corners, and
eventually ccllapslng on the point representing the minimum
of the objective function, is employed rendering the aethod
more flexible in handling constrained minimization problems.
The number cf independent variables in the objective
function and constraint equations dictate either directly or
implicitly the dimensionality cf the space to be searched.
The vertices making up the complex are continually rejected
and generated as a search for the minimum cf the objective
function is carried out with each new vertex generated being
reguired to satisfy all the imposed constraints.
The complex method searches for the minimum of an
objective function J (x) , where the vector x represents a set
of n variables, within a region of space bounded by upper
and lower linits on the variables (explicit constraints)
given by,




and in addition subject to the restrictions imposed by the
constraint functions (implicit constraints) cf the forn,
h (x) > j=1,2,3,... ,m.
As with the simplex methods this is an iterative algorithm.
It uses a set of k > n+1 points which form the vertices of
the complex and simultaneously satisfy all the imposed
constraints. Initially only one point or vertex must
satisfy all the constraints and serves as a means of
Generating the other k-1 vertices through the use of
pseudorandcn numbers r , uniformly distributed over the
i
closed interval from zero to one. The additional k-1
vertices cf the first complex are established bj the
following fcraula:
x =L +r«(U - L )
i i i i i
As can £€ seen frcm the formula, the vertices generated in
this fashion will always satisfy the explicit constraints,
however, each cne must be checked to insure compliance with
the implicit constraints. If an implicit constraint
violation is indeed found to occur at this stage then the
trial vertex is simply moved, repeatedly if necessary,
halfway in tcward the centroid of the ether already accepted
vertices, until ultimately a feasible point is found.
Continued application of this procedure will result in the
generation cf the k-1 additional points required fcr the
initial complex within the feasible region defined bj the
constraints.
Cnce the initial complex has been determined the
iteration proceeds fcy evaluating the objective function J (x)
at each vertex. The vertex at which the objective function
has the largest value is then designated as the current
worst vertex and this point is reflected through the




complex. If this worst vertex is designated as x thee the
overreflecticn is accomplished according to the formula
N CR w
x - (1.0 + alpha) «x - alpha«x
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where alpha > 1.0 is the overreflection coefficient, x
N
represents the centroid of the remaining vertices, and x is
the new vertex. If the overreflection of the current wcrst
vertex results in a violation of the constraints or if the
new point still has the worst value in the set of vertices
then the point is moved halfway toward the centroid used in
the overreflection process. This retraction is repeated (if
necessary) until the overreflection coefficient is reduced
to some snail value, delta, or a suitable new vertex is
established. If the overreflection coefficient is reduced
to the value delta and the objective function value at this
new point is still the worst in the set of vertices then the
projected vertex is replaced by its original value and the
second wcrst vertex will be overreflected instead. This
process keeps the complex moving toward the minimum of the
objective function provided the figure has -not collapsed
into its centroid. Once assured that the new cemplex
satisfies all the constraints and results in an improvement
of the otjective function, vertices of the complex are
rejected and generated in a systematic manner aimed at
minimization of the objective function. Thus essentially
the complex moves over the feasible region eventually
straddling and collapsing upon the point that renders a
nirimum value for the objective function.
This process continues and is eventually terminated when
the complex shrinks to a predetermined acceptable small
value epsilcr given by:
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{ iE C V
2/0.5
[ J (x ) - J (x ) ] < epsilcn
1=1
C
Where J (x ) represents the value of the ofc jective function
V
at the centrcid and J ( x ) is the value at the various
vertices.
As pointed out by Box [4], the exact values of the
overreflecticc coefficient, alpha, and the exact numter of
vertices, k, do not appear to be critical to the functioning
of the algcrithm provided that they are greater than unity
and n+1 respectively. The main concern here is that a value
of alpha larger than unity keeps the complex from shrinking
prematurely as it traverses the feasible region in search of
the minimum ctjective function value. Values of alpha = 1.3
and k = 2n as given in ref. 4 are used here since the exact
values chosen are apparently not critical and good results
have been reported, by the originator of the algorithm,
using these particular values. For a detailed example of
the iteration process and a more sophisticated explanation
of the algorithm the interested reader is directed to refs.
2, 4, and 6.
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II. PEOflEAM DESCRIPTION AND UTILIZATION
A. DESCEIETICN OE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The frequency domain algorithm described in the latter
part of Chapter II has been implemented in program form
using FCBTEAN IV ceding and configured for use on the IBM
360-67 computer system available at the Naval Postgraduate
School Computer Center. With the exception of the graphing
subroutine tie remainder of the program is self contained
and may be used on any computer system having a standard
EOETRAN IV compiler. Without the overhead routines
reguired of the graphing subroutine, the basic program
reguires approximately 180k bytes of cere memory, and
including the core requirements of the plotting routines
roughly 210k bytes of memory are required by the prcgram.
While admitedly less core would be necessary if such
techniques as array overlaying were employed when
prcgramming the algorithm, it was felt that for simplicity
in following the flow of the program by future users these
techniques were best left unused.
The computer aided linear time invariant compensator
optimization prcgram (CALICO) is essentially composed of
four main parts with numerous additional small subroutines
functioning in supportive roles. Since often a program user
may wish to perform certain modifications to prograns of
this nature in order that they may better serve his
particular purpose, Appendix A provides a description of the
supportive subroutines used within the program to facilitate
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accomplishment of any program modifications that may be
desired. A block diagram of the major components cf the
overall program are shown in figure IV-1. The main program
serves primarily to input data describing the system under
consider aticc and to output the values of the roots and the
gain of the compensator that will best achieve the desired
response in accordance with the cost function selected.
During program execution, the main program also series to
direct the seguence of execution of the other major sections
of the CillCC algorithm.
Since the plant and compensator are assumed to be linear
time-invariant, they may be completely described by transfer
functions in the independent Laplace variable s. Once the
plant and assumed fcrm of the series compensation are input
alcng with the profiles forming the desired phase and
magnitude response program control proceeds tc the
minimization subroutine, BOXPLX. From the point of view of
computer aided control system design, associated with this
subroutine are two key function sub-programs, FE(X) and
KE (X) . The furction sub-program FE (X) performs the
calculation cf the system open loop frequency response, at
the discrete freguencies provided in the input data, and
calculates the value of the cost function based upon the
difference between the actual and desired frequency response
at the discrete frequency values. Six separate cost
functions, from which the program user may select one, are
incorporated into this function sub-program. The value of
the cost function is used by the minimization routine to
vary the ccmpensatcr parameters in order to minimize this
guantity. ihe function sub-program KE (X) checks fcr any
violation ci the implicit constraints, which in this
particular case are concerned mainly with the presence of
right half plane roots. The implicit constraints used, also
impose limits on the real and imaginary parts cf the





Output optimized results; call simulation
stability, and plotting routines.
SUBROUTINE BOXPLX
Systematically varies the compensator
parameters to minimize the cost function J. If
the number of trials is exceedid the best
solution achieved to that point is selected as
the solution. If the cost function remains
unchanged for a specific number of trials the
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SUBROUTINE SIMULA; Calculates the open loop L._
frequency response using optimized parameters .
|
SUBROUTINE GRAPH; Plots the desired graphs ~^






particular irequency. These latter limits are a direct
result of tbe finite computer word size and the particular
method csed to represent numerical values withir the
machine's memory. Beth of these factors have an effect in
determining the maximum and minimum size numerical value
that may te represented within any particular computer.
Bhile tbe coefficient values determined by the minimization
routine will net exceed these maximum or minimum values, the
real and inaginary parts of the numerator and denominator
polynomials evaluated at a particular frequency are sguared
during the process of determining the magnitude cf the
frequency response. Without the implicit constraints these
sguared values can exceed the size of the numerical
capability of the machine, particularly in the case cf high
order sjstems, causing premature termination of the
algorithm and hence failure in obtaining a solution. Cnce
tie minimization subroutine determines the coefficients that
result in a ninimum value of the cost function or the
minimization process is terminated for other reasons,
prcgram ccnticl is transfered back to the main prcgram.
Here the icots and gain of the compensator which resulted in
a minimum cost function are calculated and output. The open
loop frequercy response of the sytem is then calculated
using a mere densely distributed number of frequency values
than would normally be selected by the designer for use in
the minimization process. This is done largely to show the
existence cf any resonant peaks which might otherwise be
straddled and not apparent if only the discrete frequencies
selected by the designer were used in the plotting routines.
The stability cf the entire system is then checked by adding
the open leep numerator and denominator polynomials and
applying tbe Ecuth stability criterion to the resulting
polynomial which is the system characteristic equation.
Firally the results at the discrete frequencies specified by
the designer and the "continuous" curve generated ty the
SICOLA surrcctine are output en Bode and gain versus phase
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clots. In addition, plots of the difference between the
desired and actual results at the discrete frequencies
specified by. the designer are output in crder to aid the
designer in Baking any modifications to the form of the
ccupensator that nay be necessary in order tc better satisfy
the system specifications.
As stated in the previous paragraph six separate cost
functions have been incorporated into the function
sut-program EE(X). The first three of these are cf the
error squared type and the latter three are cf the absolute
error type. These six cost functions represent various
combinations cf one .minus the actual response divided fcy the
desired response at the discrete frequencies under
consideration. These pre-defined cost functions are
provided as a matter of convenience in using the program and
certainly do net prevent the user from defining his cwn cost
function provided this is placed within the FE (X) function
sut-program. The first cost function combines the deviation
of both the desired magnitude and phase responses frcm the
actual magnitude and phase responses of the open loop
system. That is the first cost function is cf the form
/ AMAG (o») \ / APHASE(o>) \
1.0 -^i- + 1.0 ~^~
\ DMAG(o») ) \ DPHASE(a») /
where AfiAG and APHASE are the actual magnitude and phase
response cf the open loop system and DMAG and DPHASE are the
desired nagEitude and phase respectively. These quantities
are evaluated in the cost function and summed ever the
discrete freguency values in the specified range. The
second cost function which the user may choose, uses solely
the deviation of the actual magnitude response desired
magnitude response evaluated at the discrete freguency
values. ihcs this cost function is of the general fern
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J(») / J \ DMAG(o.) J
If a aininum phase system is being considered the magnitude
and phase {lets as a function of frequency are uniguely
related ty the Bode theorems [3]. That is, determining the
magnitude ratio cf a system over a given frequency range
will alsc result in a unique phase relationship for the
system. Thcs if the system design being considered is of
the mininum phase type the use of the type two cost function
described shculd result in both the magnitude and phase
specif icaticcs being satisfied. The third pre-defined cost
function uses the deviation of the actual open lcop phase
response fem the desired phase response in a function of
the form
V^ / APHASE(o>) \
J(a») => 1.0£ ' \ DPHASE(o») J
While for uinincum phase systems the magnitude and phase
responses are uniguely related, it should be noted that the
fixed less or gain of the system cannot be determined from
the phase characteristics alone. Consequently the use of
the type three cost function may result in a constant gain
error fcr tte magnitude response of the system. This error
hosever is readily observable from the output produced by
the program and cprrection of this may be accomplished by
adjustment of the compensator gain value accordingly. The
ether three pre-defined cost functions are of the same
general form as these just presented with the exception that
the squared differences are replaced by the absolute value
of the differences. The general rationale in selecting this
latter type cf cost function was that on occasicn the
sguared type cost function will have a tendency to flatten
near the oinimum. With the absolute value cost functicn the
user may avcic the excessive time required in finding the
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minimum values when the case arises where the squared cost
function becomes flat.
In utili2ing this design program the user should alsc be
aware that the need for freguency scaling cf the problem may
arise. This is particularly true when high order systems
involving high frequencies are being considered. The need
for freguency scaling is primarily a result of the finite
word size available in the computer system. It must be kept
in mind that the magnitude response of the system is
computed as the ratio of two complex numbers and whil€ the
resulting magnitude may be relatively small the value cf the
magnitudes of the individual complex numbers forming this
ratio maj te large. The situation is further complicated by
the fact that in computing the magnitudes of the complex
numbers involved the real and imaginary parts must be
sguared, thus effectively reducing the maximum power of the
numbers fchich can be allowed by a factor of two. If the
magnitudes of the resulting numbers become too large an
error message will be printed recommending that the problem
be fregueicy scaled.
B. DATA INECT ANI 0OTPUT
In order to simplify use cf the program, an attempt has
been made tc maintain the input information necessary for
execution cf the algorithm to a minimum, and at the same
time preserve a certain amount of flexibility within the
program which may be controlled by the user. In so doing
seme of the program control variables for various options
have been set irternal to the program and may not be
manipulated ty the user in the input data deck. These
internally set variables do not detract from the general
functioning cf the program, but mention of this is made to
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bring it tc the user's attention in the event that
specialized trcblens might more effectively be investigated
by resettitg seme of these normally preset program
variables. Cany of the preset items are concerned with
ccctrcl cf the minimization routine. Such items as the
upper and Icier bounds of the search area, the integer
programming option, and the seed for the random cumber
generator are set to specific values within the main program
just pricr tc calling the minimization subroutine. For
example for the ninimum phase case, the lower and upper
bounds en tfce search areas of the compensator numerator and
denominator polynomial coefficients are set at O.C and
6
1.6x10 respectively. For the non-minimum phase case the
bounds on the search areas cf the numerator polynomial
6 6
coefficients only are extended to -1.6x10 and 1.6x1C and
the implicit constraints are adjusted to allow right half
plane rccts for the numerator polynomial. The integer
programming option fpr BOXPLX is also preset to a value of
zero indicating that values for the polynomial coefficients
need not be integers. In general, selection cf the integer
programming cpticn results in considerably more execution
time for the program and for the purpose cf varyinc the
compensator parameters the selection of this option provided
nothing tc enhance the solution of problems.
The input data required for program execution and
control may be divided into general areas as follows: 1.) a
title card; 2.) a series of cards giving the gain and
coefficients cf the plant transfer function; 3.) a series
of cards giving the assumed gain and coefficient values of
the compensator transfer function; 4.) a control card
describing the plots desired, the type of cost function to
be used, whether the system contains a zero order hold, and
the number and rang£ of the discrete frequency points being
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considered; 5.) cards containing the discrete frequency
values, the desired magnitude, and the desired phase; 6.)
finally a card describing the number of iterative trials to
be allowed in the minimization and whether any output is
desired from the minimization routine in order to keep track
of the Banner in which the coefficients are being varied.
The specific input formats of the above necessary data are
described ir detail in the following paragraphs. These
paragraphs are numbered so as to indicate into which of the
six general areas a particular data card belongs. This
description coupled with the program listing given in
Appendix E should provide sufficient information for setting
up the data deck necessary for execution of the program.
Figure Iv^2 illustrates the data deck used in executing the
first example problem presented in section C of this
chapter. Ic this figure each line of data represents an
individual data card. The column numbers for the data cards
are also shewn above and below the data .deck section of the
figure.
Ji Title card^
This must be the first card of the data deck and
provides a means of problem identification if several
separate problems are run under one job name. Columns 1
through 46 may be used to input whatever alphanumeric
characters the user desires for identifying any particular
problem. This title will also be printed en the graphical
output requested bj the user.
il-j IlsJSt cain
The second card contains the gain of the plant in
columns 1 through 10. If the gain is not explicitly present
in the plant transfer function then the value input en this
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card should te unity. The format used to read the plant
gain is at E10.0 type format,. Thus, the gain may be input
in either floating point or scientific notation type
formats.
2I_. Inc. ut form and order of the plant transfer function
numerator .
This card specifies Mhether the numerator of the plant
transfer function is to be read in factored cr polynomial
form and what the crder of the numerator is. A P or an F in
column 1 indicates whether the plant numerator data is to be
read in pclyrcmial or factored form respectively. Columns 2
and 3 contain the crder of the numerator. Thus an input of
the form EC3 starting in column 1 indicates that the
polynomial is of third order and is to be read in factored
form.
2C. Plait transfer function numerator.
The following card(s) contain either the polynomial
coefficients cr the factors of the plant transfer function
nunerator, depending on which form has teen chosen for
input. If the polynomial form of input has been selected
then the polynomial coefficients are input in ascending
powers of s using an 8E10.0 format. If more than eight
coefficients are needed they are simply continued on
successive cards. The coefficient of the highest order term
is assumed to be normalized to unity and is not read in
explicity. Thus the number of coefficients actually read
corresponds to the oxder of the numerator polynomial. If
the factored form of input is chosen then each factor is
read in en a separate card with columns 1 through 10 being
used for the real part of the factor and columns 11 through
20 for the iaaginary part. Again the format used is E10.0,
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thus allowing the factors to be input in either floating
point or scientific notation form. Since complex factors
will occur in conjugate pairs the values of these factors
need only fce input once. Thus the number of cards used will
vary depending upon how many purely real and how many
ccitlex factors are involved.
2E_. Input form and order of the plant transfer function
denominator .
Again the form of input is specified as in card cumber
2E along with the order of the plant transfer function
denominator.
JJ-t £!.§.£* transfer function denominator.
The format used to input the denominator is identical to
that used fcr input of the numerator, contingent upon the
desired form specified for the input. That is to say, it is
possible to input the numerator in polynomial form and the
denominator in factored form, or vice versa, since each time
a polynomial is input as data the input form is uniguely
specified.
IAji Assumed compensator transfer function g ain.
Following the ;.nput of the information about the plant
the description cf the form of the compensator must be
supplied. Ihis is begun by inputing an assumed compensator
gain using the same format as was used to specify the plant
gain. Cue to the manner in which the compensator transfer
function nuierator coefficients are handled within the
program, if the assumed compensator gain is set to zero, for
lack cf any tetter value, whis will result in the starting
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guess of all the numerator coefficients being zero. This
will not cause the program to terminate prematurely, but the
initial guess of zero for all the coefficients may not be
what is desired by the user. If doubt exists as to what
value gain should te assumed, a value of 1 is suggested as a
convinient arbitrary starting point.
JJ.1 Xn^ut Jcrm and crder of the assumed ccni pensa tcr
numerator.
The irethcd for specifying the form of the input fcr the
ccnipensatcr initial numerator parameters is identical as
that used in specifying the plant numerator. A P indicates
polynomial fcrm and an F indicates factored form.
3£_. Assumed initial values of compensator numerator
parameters.
In crder to maintain continuity in the input fcrmat the
scheme and fcrnat used to input the compensator numerator
parameters is identical to that used in specifying the plant
transfer function numerator.
3E_. Iniut form and crder of the assumed ccnipensatcr
dercminatcr.
As in previous cases either polynomial cr factcrec form
is specified along with the crder of the compensator
dercminatcr.
il-i Assumed initial values of compensator denominator
parameters.
Once again the same format as used to input the plant
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data is used in prder to maintain the continuity cf the
input fornatirg.
4A.s Hc^raff control card.
The program control card is used to input various
quantities controlling both the range and number of discrete
points used in the minimization of the cost functior, the
output desired from the program, and also whether a zero
order held is present in the error channel of the system.
As many as twelve separate quantities may be input on this
sirgle control card in order to direct execution cf the
program. Columns 1 through 10 specify the minimum freguency
(HMIN) , in radians, of the total range teing considered.
Columns 11 through 20 specify the maximum value (WMAX) , in
radians, cf the range of frequencies being considered. Eoth
of these values are read using a 2E10.0 format. Following
the maximui and minimum freguency values, up to ten input
quantities are read using a 1013 format. Columns 21 through
23 specify the number of discrete frequency points (KOMEG)
over the given range at which the open loop freguency
response is to be determined and the cost furction
evaluated. The next input quantity (KNOW) , in columns 24
through 26 specifies whether the discrete frequencies of
interest are to be read from data cards or automatically
computed. Normally this quantity is set to unity indicating
that the discrete freguency points of interest will be read
frcm data cards. A value of zero indicates that the
discrete freguency values are to be incremented linearly by
the program starting at the minimum frequency value. A
value of two indicates that the discrete frequency points
will be incremented logarithmically begining with the
ainimum frequency value. Columns 27 through 29 indicate
whether a Ecde plot of the results is desired. If this
variable (NECEE) is set equal to one no Bode plot will be
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output. A value of zero for NBODE will result in fcoth
magnitude anc phase clots. Columns 30 through 32 ccntrol
the output cf the Nyguist plot. If NYQST is set to unity
then the Hyquist plot will be suppressed. A value cf zero
for NYQST will result in a Nyguist plot output, however this
is plotted ccly over the range of freguencies between WMIN
and WMAX. Columns 33 through 35 indicate the presence cf a
zero crder held (IZOH) in the error channel of the unity
feedback system. iiith IZOH set to zero the system is
treated as being of a continuous nature. With IZOE set
egual tc cue a zero order hold is considered to be present
in the error channel and the open loop magnitude and phase
computations are modified acccrdingly. Columns 36 through
38 (NICHCI) specify jwhether a magnitude versus phase plot of
the results are desired. As with the other plot options, a
value of zerc will result in a plot being prcduced while a
value cf ere will suppress the magnitude versus phase plot
as part cf the output. Columns 39 through 41 contain the
variable indicating whether non-minimum phase solutions are
tc be considered. With this variable (NHINFS) set equal to
zerc only minimum phase solutions will be allowed. A value
of one indicates that a non-minimum phase solution will be
allowed provided that it is the one which minimizes the cost
function. Columns 42 through 44 indicate if the desired
magnitude profile values tc be input are in decibels. If
this variable (IDB) is zero the magnitude values to be read
are dimensicnless gain values, while a value cf one
indicates that the magnitude values to be input will te in
decibels. Columns 45 through 47 contain the variable IPLCT.
This guantity is used to choose between printer plots or
Calcomp plots for the graphical output. A value cf zero
will result in printer plots and a value of unity will
provide Calcomp output of the graphs desired. It is
recommended that the printer plot opticn be used in
initially solving a particular problem since this tjpe of
output requires less turn around time than the Calcomp
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output. Finally columns 48 through 50 specify th€ tjf€ of
cost function (ICOST) the user wishes to choose among the
six preprogrammed functions available in subroutine f E (X) .
The value specified should be between 1 and 6 corresponding
to the particular cost function desired. If this value is
zero the program will default to the type one cost function.
il.2 iUliiSS E.§riod..
This card must be inserted only if a zero order held is
specified in the error signal channel. The sampling period
T, in seconds, is specified in columns 1 through 10. If the
system being considered is of the continuous type then this
card must be cnitted.
5i-2 Mjcrete frequency, values considered.
Next fellows a set of data cards specifying the values
in radians per second of the frequencies at which the
desired gain and phase values of the open loop freguency
response are specified and at which the cost function is to
be calculated. These values are input in an 8E10.0 format
using as many cards as necessary to specify all the
freguencj values at which the program is to execute the
alccritha.
5E_. Gaip profile of the desired 0£en loojs response.
This set of data cards contains the desired open loop
gain response at the discrete frequency values previously
specified. The sane 8E10.0 format is used here as was the
case in reading tie discrete frequency values. The same




5C_. Phase profile of the desired response.
Here fellows a series of cards specifyirg the desired
open locp phase response, in degrees, at the discrete
freguency values being considered.
ii Minimization trials card.
Here toth the number of trials to be allowed in the
ninimizaticn process and the print interval for diagnostic
purposes are specified. These quantities are input using a
215 format. If the number of trials is zero then a default
value of 2CCC is assumed. If the print interval is
specified as zero then no output from the minimization
routine will result. Caution should be exercised in
specifying the print interval in that if this interval is
made too snail an excessive amount of printed output may
result. The program user is referred to the comment section
of subroutine BOXPIX in Appendix A for guidelines in
selection of the print interval.
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C. SEBIES COMPENSATOR DESIGN EXAMPLE PBOEIEMS
In this section a number of example problems are
presented and discussed in order to illustrate the use cf
the computer aided compensator design algorithm. In the
hcpe cf presenting a clear, concise illustration of the
algcrithn and its use the example problems begin with
relatively simple straight forward text bock examples and
gradually progress tc problems of a slightly more difficult
nature. alsc included are problems that are intended tc
illustrate seme limitations of the program in that these
prcblems were not conpletely solved by the algorithm or they
may have reguired a certain amcurt of manipulation cf the
input data in crder to obtain a solution. These latter
types of pictlems have been included since it is important
that the designer using any computer aided design algcrithm
understand the algorithm's limitations and peculiarities as
well as its intended capabilities. It is net intend€d to
aislead the reader by implying that the example prcblems
presented here provide a comprehensive presentation of all
possible linitaticns of this automated design prcgram.
Bather they represent those limitations which were
encountered ir the process of verifying the program ever a
necessarily United period of time. With this in mind the
first example prcblem which deals with a relatively simple
lead compeDsatcr is presented.
1. Compensator Desig n f Example 1^




Design Example 1 , Block Diagram
Figure IV-3
The asymptotic Bcde diagram for the open loop system is
shown in ir figure I.V-3A. As can te seen from the open loop
Bode plot, even thcu-gh the system is stable it is lightly
camped. A single section lead compensator is to be used to
increase the phase margin. A complete discussion of the
reasons for selection of the lead compensator and a detailed
discussion of this particular example is presented ty Thaler
and Erown [18]. The transfer function form of the single
section lead compensator consists of a first crder numerator
and a first order denominator. A desired magnitude and
phase profile, consisting of ten discrete frequency points
over the range from 0.2 to 20.0 radians, was selected to
give a phase irargin pf approximately 45 degrees in crder to
increase the damping of the system. As an initial guess the
ccnpensator was assumed to have a gain of 1.0, a zero at the
origin arc a pcle at -1.0. This information was supplied to
the progian in the prescribed format and the optimized
results in the form of magnitude and phase plots are shown
in figure IV-3E. Here, as throughout the remainder of the
example problems, the diamond shaped symbols represent the
desired values specified by the program user, the X symbols
represent the values computed by the program at the discrete
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frequency values specified using the compensator paraneters
returned as the solution from the minimization routine, and
the continuous curve represents the response computed ty the
program again using the parameters returned as a solution
but with a acre dense set of frequency values used in order
to show any resonant peaks or anomalies in the magnitude and
phase curves which might be difficult to visualize from a
sparsely selected set of discrete values. As can be seen in
figure IV-3E the results match the desired response well
over the range of interest. Figure IV-3C shows the same
results using the magnitude versus phase plot to portray the
open loop frequency response. The numerical values of the
compensator parameters returned from the program as a
solution along with the starting values used are shewn in
figures IV-3E, IV-3E, and IV-3F. A comparison with the
solution values given in ref. 18 will show that they agree.
Figure IV-3G shows plots of the differences between the
actual and desired open loop frequency response of the
resulting system at the discrete frequencies considered in
the minimization process.
Ihis problem as described required approximately 500
iterations within the minimization routine to achieve the
solution shewn. This however includes two restarts to
attempt insuring that a global minimum had been achieved and
that termination was not due to a local minimum. From the
begining tc the first restart required approximately 250
trials with the cost function being reduced from a value of
6.33 to a value of 0.00711 (recall that the minimum
achievable urder ideal condition is zero which due to
machine errors alone in representing numbers would not
likely ever te achieved). The entire solution required 32.5
seconds of CED time, a good 10 seconds of which was used in
the prodectier of Calcomp plots. These numbers concerning
the time reguired for soluticn are presented for what they
are worth in that extrapolation of these numbers tc more
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ccnplicated problems is not a straight fcrward task. As
mentioned in Chapt III the minimization routine does become
inefficient when the number of variable parameters is
allowed tc teccme large. It was felt that a detailed
investigation of the efficiency and time required for
solution cf problems as a function of the number of variable
parameters and the number of discrete frequency values tc be
considered was beycnd the scope of the basic developmert of
the program. However, the amount of time required for
solution cf seme of the example problems that follow will be
given in order to give the user an "intuitive feel" fcr the
approximate amount of time that may be need to handle
certain tjpes cf problems.
In crder to illustrate that the starting point
chesen shculd have reasonable values, but that the exact
values chosen should not effect the final results
significartly , the same problem was run a second time with
the pole and zero of the compensator both chesen tc te at
the origin. Again an assumed initial gain cf one was chesen
for the compensator. The graphical results cf the solution
are shown in figures IV-3H through IV-3J. The numerical
results returned using these new starting values are not
shewn here since the.y were identical to within three decimal
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2. Compensator Design, Example 2a
This example problem (discussed in detail iD ref.10)
has fceeD chosen net only to familiarize the reader with the
use of the program, but also to illustrate one of the
shortcomings cf the design prcgram. In particular, while
the program was successful in finding the correct solution,
difficulties were encountered in the root finding
subroutines. In this particular problem, during the final
phases cf execution the roots cf a fourth crder polynomial
must be fcurc in order to calculate the phase response using
subroutine SIMULA which does these calculations using a more
densely spac€d set cf discrete frequencies than in the
minimization routine. Since numerical root finding routines
have difficulty in finding roots for fourth crder
polynomials, the lack of good convergence for the rocts of
the system in bcth rcot finding subroutines caused the phase
calculations normally done by subroutine SIMULA to be
aborted. It should be emphasized that failure of the root
finding subroutines in this case only effects the generation
of the "continuous" phase response and in no way created any
problems for the ainimizaticn part of the prcgram as
evidenced hy the xesulting correct values for the
compensator parameters. The original uncompensated system
being considered is shown in figure IV-4. A Bode diagram of
the uncenpensated system (figure IV-4A) reveals that the
system as it exists is unstable. If stability were the only
censideratier, a simple attenuation of the plant gain would
be sufficient tc provide adequate phase margin to insure
this. However, as with many series compensation problems,
here we must effectively strike a compromise between
effectiveness cf ccntrol (generally associated with a higher
gain) and stabilitj pf the system (generally associated with
a lower gain). As discussed in ref. 10 a simple gain
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attenuati.cn wculd result in stability being achieved, but
also has ai undesirable effect upon the velocity error
constant. Thus as discussed in detail in ref. 10, a lag






Design Example 2 , Block Diagram
Figure IV-4
In this particular problem twenty discrete frequency
values over the range from 0.005 to 50.0 radians were
selected and the desired magnitude and phase values
specified at these frequencies. As in the previous example
problem the form of the compensator is selected as having a
first order numerator and first order denominator, that is
in this case a sincle section lag compensator is to be used.
A type one fcrm of the cost function was selected for the
ninimizaticn process. The magnitude and phase profiles of
the desired response along with the resulting response with
the compensator included in the open loop system are shown
in figures IS-4E, IV-4C, and IV-4D. As mentioned, the
continuous curve for the phase response was not computed
because cf the failure of the root finding routines to find
the cpen lccp system roots. It can be seen in figure IV-4C
that the phase response does agree well at the discrete
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frequencies specified. Since we are dealing with a minimum
phase system and figure IV-4B shows that there exists no
resonant peaks in the magnitude curve the user may conclude
that the phase response will also te well tehaved for the
various freguency values between the explicitly specified
discrete values plotted. This case should serve to
illustrate that the program reguires that the user still
provide an interpretation of the results. The ccnputer
output cf figures IV-4E, IV-4F, and IV-4G shows that the
ccapensatcr parameters are in agreement with the problem
scluticn as presented in ref. 10 if the reader wishes to
make the comparison. Figures Iv-4H and IV-4I show plots of
the differences between the actual and desired magnitude and
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3. Ccnpegsator Design, Example 3_.
Another lag type compensation problem is presented
in this example. This time, however, the existence of a
fourth crder polynomial for either the cpen loop system
transfer fucctioc rumerator or denominator has purposely
teen avoided tc insure that the program will run to
completion. The uncompensated system block diagram is shown
in figure 17-5.
Design Example 3 , Block Diagram
Figure IV-5
A Bode diagram for the uncompensated system along with a
detailed discussion of the problem may be found in ref. 17.
The unccof ensated system does not possess an adequate phase
margin tc irsure proper system performance. Thus, a single
section lag compensator is to be used in crder to achieve
the desired cpen loop frequency response. Eesired gain and
phase profiles are selected for the compensated open loop
frequency response using 20 discrete freguency points over
the range frcm 0.01 to 100.0 radians. The profiles
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selected alcng with the results achieved are shewn in
figures lv-5i, IV-5B, and IV-5C. The numerical values
assumed as initial estimates of the compensator parameters
and the numerical results of the output are shown in figures
IV-5D, IV-5E, and IV-5F. Plcts of the differences between
the actual magnitude and phase, and the desired magnitude
and phase are shonn in figures IV-5G and IV-5H. In this
particular prcfclem approximately 1200 iterations of the
ttiiimizaticn routine and 1 minute and 25 seconds were
reguired for solution of the problem. In order to
illustrate the idea that for minimum phase systems the
ccapensatcr parameters may be determined to within orly a
fixed loss cr gain when using only the phase profile, this
same problem was solved again using the type 3 cost function
which considers only the difference between the desired and
actual phase at tte discrete freguencies. The results are
shewn in figures IV-5I, IV-5J, and IV-5K. As can be seen
frcm the magritude plot in figure IV-5I, there is a constant
gain errcr in the resulting magnitude curve. The numerical
values assumed at the start and those returned after the
minimization cf the cost function are shown in the computer
output of figures IV-5L, IV-5M, and IV-5N. The resultant
magnitude response is higher than desired. The necessary
correction that must be applied to obtain the desired
response may be read directly from figure IV-50, which shows
the difference between the actual and desired magnitude
response. lhat is, as can be seen from figure IV-5C, the
resultant magnitude of the open loop system after
compensation is approximately 36.8 db higher than what is
desired. Since the program does not alter any of the plant
parameters this means that the compensator gain value
returned frcm the prpgram when the type 3 cost functioE was
used must be decreased by approximately a factor of 69.2. A
comparison of the compensator gain values shewn in figures
IV-5J and IV-5N will show that they due indeed differ by
this value. Also the astute observer may notice that there
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is a slight difference in the compensator pole value
returned as the solution when the problem was solved using
the type 3 cost fucction. While the difference in values is
small it is suspected that in this particular case it is due
to the fact that only a finite fregueccy range has been
considered and the lower frequencies have been "slighted"
scnewbat in that the nonlinear phase curve has net yet
flattened cut at 0.1 radians. This is also the same
situation ttat existed the first time the program was
executed, but in this case the magnitude profile was also
taken into account in the cost function and any deviations
of the resultant magnitude values dominated the cost
function value. In other words, it appears that in this
particular problem the cost function is more sensitive to
















































































































— "continuous" actual response
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•• Compensator Design, Example 4
In this exanple a slightly more complicated problem is
presented, in that the final soluticn requires a double
section compensator of the form of a notch filter. A block
diagram cf the uncompensated system is shown in figure IV-6.
As discussed fcy Thaler and Erown [18], from whom this
example was taken, the uncompensated system is unstable and
the Ecde diagram of the uncompensated system shown in figure
IV-6A indicates a phase margin of approximately -30 decrees.
Sith such a large negative phase margin for the
uncompensated system and the rapid drop in slcpe of both the
gain and phase curves the designer might suspect that
compensation using only a single section compensator will be
difficult to accomplish. Again desired magnitude and phase
profiles are selected and initially a single section of
compensation is assumed to observe how close to the desired
response the system will perform. As can be seen in the
resultant graphical putput of figures IV-6A, IV-6B, and
IV-6C, the single section compensator fails to meet the
reguired frequency specifications. In fact, while it is
pcssible to stabilize ths system with a single section
compensatcr the bandwidth will be excessively large and the
desired magnitude profile prevents the program from
accomplishing this. The numerical results returned frcm the
single secticr compensator run are shown in figures IV-6D,
I7-6E, and I?-6F. As can be seen in figure IV-6F, the Routh
test of the characteristic equation also indicates system
instability which is to be expected. The magnitude and
phase difference curves of figures IV-6G and IV-6H, which
indicate the difference between the specified magnitude and
phase prcfiles and the values actually achieved, indicate
that additional compensation may be needed at the higher
freguencj ranges. Thus a double section compensatcr was
assumed and the results achieved are illustrated in figures
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IV-6I, IV-6J , and IV-6K. The program is able to satisfj the
specifications with a double section of compensation and the
parameters reguired to accomplish this are shown in figures
IV-6L, IV-6C, and IV-6N. The differences between the
desired and specified magnitude and phase values fcr the
double secticn cf compensation inserted in the systen are
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5- Compe nsator Design, Example 5A
Ibis final compensator design example represents a
prctlem cf a slightly different nature than those presented
to this point. Tie servo system under consideration here
has a zero order held present in the error channel and in
addition, due to the large coefficient values that result in
the plant transfer function, the problem reguires frequency
scaling in order to insure that the numerical limitations of
the particular computer that was being used would net be
exceeded. The original single loop system is shown in the
block diagram cf figure IV-7. Series compensation of this
system was desired in order to meet the following
specifications; 1.) the open loop magnitude at 377
radians/secccd > 30db, 2.) the gain crossover freguency >
1865 radians/second, and 3.) the phase margin at gain
crossover > 45 degrees. These specifications were to be met
using only a series compensator and the parameters of that
part of the system shown in figure IV-7, other than the
compensator, was tc remain unchanged. An initial atteipt at
using the CALICO program to design a compensator resulted in
a warning of excessive number size during computation and
recommended freguency scaling of the problem. Thus a scale
factor of 10C0 was selected as a convenient value and the
entire system, including the sampling freguency of th€ zero
order hold, was scaled down in freguency by the value of
this scale factor. Using Laplace transform notation, this
was accomplished by a straight-forward substitution of
s = 1000S, where S represents the new scaled freguency
values. A blcck diagram shewing the values of the system
parameters after scaling is given in figure IV-7A. When
this type of scaling is performed the resultant numerical
values cf the program need only be multiplied ty the
appropriate constant value in order to be corrected for use
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in the unsealed system.
Originally, work on this particular system indicated
that a fifth order compensator could provide the necessary
phase margin and gain crossover frequency, tut that the 30
db specification at 377 radians/second was not satisfied.
Thus, with this information as a starting point the
magnitude profile of the system with the fifth order
ccapensatcr in the loop was adjusted at the .low freguency
end to satisfy the 30 db requirement at the scaled freguency
value of C.377 radians/second. The phase profile was left
unchanged. The results of the program can be seen in
figures IV-7E through IV-7I. As can be seen frou the
graphical cutput the desired specifications have teen
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V. SYNTHESIS OF TRANSFER JUNCTIONS FROM FREQUENCY
RESPONSE DATA
A. GENEBAI DISCUSSION
In the process of running various test problems to
exercise and verify the algorithm presented in the preceding
chapters, it was found that in addition to its use as a
compensator design program, the basic method could also be
applied to the synthesis of transfer functions from
freguency response data. That is, if the magnitude and
phase measurements of some system are obtained it is
possible to use the program (CALICO) in order to obtain an
approximate linear analytical expression for the transfer
furcticn of the system from which the measurements were
obtained. This type of problem is quite often encountered
in~ the modeling process of dynamic systems. That is, the
engineer may have measured input-output data of the system
in the form of a freguency response and is confronted with
obtaining a transfer function which will model this system.
This may be the result of the process being toe complex to
be analyzed and the pertinent equations written on the basis
of physical laws or the governing physical laws may net be
completely understood in the case of systems involving new
technologies or reasearch efforts. Quite often the
procedure followed in synthesizing or determining an
approximate linear transfer function from frequency response
data is to construct a Bode plot for the measured data and
to fit the measured characteristic with straight line
asymptotic approximations where possible and quadratic
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factors where sharp peaks in the measured data occur. As in
compensator design by classical frequency domain techniques,
this procedure for synthesizing transfer functions can
involve a considerable amount of time consuming and tedious
"cut and try" en the part of the engineer.
The algorithm previously presented is so structured that
the use cf the program for this type of transfer fucction
synthesis is possible with no modif icatioDS to the coding
itself. Since the algorithm was not originally developed
for the specific purpose of transfer function synthesis
there are several precautions that must be taken in order to
insure that the transfer function obtained does indeed
adequately represent the system from which the measurements
were obtained. In particular when using the program in
order tc synthesize a transfer function, a separate
simulation program for time domain response should be used
to verifj the transfer function obtained. This procedure of
checking the time domain response should be followed for any
transfer function obtained from frequency response data.
The primary concern here is that it is possible to
accurately represent the frequency response cf some systems,
over a finite freguency range, by a transfer function of
higher order than the true transfer function, but in some
cases the deminant response to standard time domain inputs
will be considerably different than that of the actual
system. Alsc, while there is a direct relationship between
the time domain and frequency domain responses through the
inverse fourier transform integral, this integration,
strictly speaking, is taken over the entire frequency range
frcm - oo to 400. in practical applications it is ctviously
necessarj to limit the range of frequencies to be measured
to some finite region. If, however, this region is not
sufficiently large for a particular system the resulting
transfer function obtained frcm the frequency response data
may not accurately describe the system. If this is the
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case, it should become readily apparent in a time domain
simulation of the eguation obtained from the frequency
response data. The possible pitfalls in the use of this
algorithm to accomplish transfer function synthesis, such as
the one just mentioned, will be discussed later when some
example problems will also be presented.
A linear time invariant system may be expressed as a
ratio of two frequency dependent polynomials of the form
n n-1
a s + a s + ... + a s + a N(s)
n n-1 10
H(s) =
m m-1bs b s +... +bs+b D(s)
m m-1 10
where s is the frequency dependent complex variable cf the
Laplace transform. Thus the value of this transfer function
is dependent upon the value of s and the unknown
coefficients cf the numerator and denominator. Note that
this is analogous to the situation that occurs in the design
of a cascade compensator for a unity feedback system with
the plant represented by a unity gain block. Thus for the
purposes cf using the program, if we imagine the measured
frequency response data to represent some desired system's
open loop freguency response profile, and represent the
plant of that system by a constant gain of unity, then the
transfer function H(s) to be synthesized may be considered
the same as a cascade compensator in the system. Thus by
representing the problem in this manner the CALICO program
may be used to approximate the transfer function cf the
actual system by varying the parameters of this cseudo
compensator (actually the transfer function of the system)
in order to ninimize the cost function. The cost function,
here represents the error between the measured frequency
response data (entered as the desired profile) and the
freguency response simulation calculated by the program.
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Thus in effect the program minimizes the errcr between the
transfer function approximating the system and the measured
frequency response of the system at the discrete freguency
points which form the profile input into the program.
As is the case when using the program tc design
ccmpensatcrs the user must assume a specific order fcr the
numerator and denominator representing, in this case, the
transfer function to be synthesized. While unfortunately
the prograa will not vary the order of the numerator and
denominatcr tclynomials in order to obtain the best match to
the measured frequency response, the user can employ the
measured data in order to make an initial guess, as it were,
of the form cf the transfer function. After this, one may
scrutini2e the results from the program, which graphs the
measured aod simulated responses, to make a decision if the
fcrm of the transfer function should be adjusted in order to
more closely represent the system. Here also, a time domain
simulation might be extremely useful in guiding decisions
regarding the particular form cr modification that should be
tried in order to obtain a "good" model for the system under
investigation. The fact that the user selects the specific
crders cf the transfer function numerator and denominator
and the minimization routine varies the parameters to obtain
a minimum cost function while leaving the crders unchanged
presents the potential of obtaining a low order model of a
higher crder system. While for linear systems, with known
transfer functions, there are numerous analytical techniques
available for accooplishing this, the capability exists here
of essentially obtaining a reduced order transfer function
without a priori knowledge of the higher crder transfer
function describing the system. The only data required by
the program is the frequency response of the higher order
system and nothing concerning the parameters of the high
crder transfer function is required.
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Since scite transfer functions may contain roots of the
numerator polynomial in the right half of the s-plane
(ncnmininum chase systems) this type of transfer function
should cct te overlooked when attempting tc model a system.
To this end a nonminimum phase option may be chosen ir the
CALICO computer algorithm. When this option is selected the
search area fcr the numerator coefficients is expanded to
include both positive and negative values and the implicit
constraints requiring left half plane roots for the
numerator polynomial are eliminated. Selection of this
option dees net guarantee that a nonminimum phase transfer
function will result from the CALICO program but it does
allow this type of transfer function to be considered as a
feasible solution cf the problem.
TRANSIEB I0NCIION SYNTHESIS: EXAMPLE PRCEIEMS
In this section several example problems are presented
to illustrate the use of the CALICO program in deternining
transfer functions from freguency response data. These
examples illustrate the validity of the basic concept of
using the miDiaizatipn algorithm to determine the transfer
function, tut they are by no means an exhaustive
presentation of all possible variations of cost functions
and freguency ranges that may be employed in determining a
transfer function representation of a system. For example,
as will te shewn in the example problems, different transfer
function representations may be obtained by considering
different ranges of the measured freguency response. That
is, while the order pf the numerator and denominator are
fixed by the user, the parameter values returned frcm the
program may vary depending upon the frequency range being
considered. This nay be desirable if seperate low freguency
and high frequency representations are being determined.
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Also in using the type one cost function, which includes
both phase and magnitude, the cost surface is different than
if the magnitude difference alone were used in the cost
fucction. This has an effect on the resulting parameter
values, particularly when lower order transfer functions are
chcsen tc represent higher order systems.
The necessary data and the input format employed are
almost identical to those used when the program functions in
its originally designed compensator design mode. Figure V-1
illustrates the input data deck used for the first synthesis
example problem. As can be seen the only significant change
is that the jlant has been represented by a unity gain
transfer function.. This has the effect that the resulting
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1 • sx n thesis Example _K
The frequency response data, shewn graphically in
figure V-2, was generated from a known transfer function
using a computer frequency response program. As can be
seen, twerty magnitude and phase values were selected at
discrete frequencies over the range from 0.1 radians/second
to 30 radians/second. Examination of the frequency response
data suggests a transfer function of the form of a cocstant
gain over a polynomial of some unknown order. This form
will yield a constant magnitude at low frequencies and a
decreasing nagnitude as the frequency increases. Closer
examination of the magnitude curve in the range between 2
and 20 radians/second indicates a slope of approximately 60
dh/cecade, implying a polynomial of at least third order in
tfce denominator. The phase curve extends from 10 degrees to
330 degrees over the range of frequencies considered. This
indicates that the denominator may be of fcurth order or
higher. As a first guess a third order denominator is
assumed. The results from the CALICO program are sho«n in
figure V-2A through V-2H. The initial guess for the
denominator rccts and the system gain were chosen as 1, as
can be seen in figure V-2F. Figures V-2A and V-2D she* that
the resulting magnitude curve approximates the measured
response well at the lower frequencies with a slight
deviation begining to appear at the higher frequencies. The
phase plct of figure V-2B and the plot of the difference
between the actual phase and desired phase shewn in figure
V-2E indicate a significant amount of deviation frcm the
measured values in the higher frequency region. This
sugqests that another pole in the transfer function is
necessary to mere accurately model the system. Thus, the
prcgram *as again executed, this time using a fourth order
denominator. The results illustrated in figures V^2I
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through V-2F indicate that this second form of the transfer
furcticn acre accurately represents the system. Since the
original transfer function is known in this case, an
opcrtunity exists to evaluate the performance of the program
in terms of the accuracy of the transfer function returned
after minini2ation of the cost function based on the input
freguency response data. This of course would generally not
be the case when trying to determine the transfer fucction
of an actual sy steun that was to fce modeled. The parameter
values returned from the CALICO program shown in figure V-20




(s + 1) (s 2) (s + 5) (s + 10)
As can te seen, the values of the transfer function roots
returned from the program for the fourth order denominator
are in agreement with the values of the original transfer
furction used to generate the freguency response data. If
for the system under consideration only the magnitude
response fcere of interest, the transfer function consisting
of a constant gain over a third order denominator might be
of sufficient accuracy to model the system. This judgement,
of course, rests with the user who is familiar with the
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— "continuous" actual response
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2- Synthesis Example 2*
As a second synthesis example, consider the
frequency response data shown in figure V-3. Here the
magnitude and chase response for a system are shown at
twenty distinct freguency values over the range from 0.1 tc
100C.0 radians/seccnd. As can be seen from this figure the
positive slope of 20 db/decade of the mgnitude curve at the
lower freguencies suggests a transfer function with at least
one zero. This is also confirmed by the phase response,
which at the lower frequencies initially has a value cf 90
degrees. At the higher frequencies inspection of the
magnitude plot shows a negative slope of approximately 40
dfc/decade, indicating the dominance of a third order
denominator in this area. The phase plot approaching -180
degrees at these higher frequencies also suggests this.
Thus, initially a form for the transfer function consisting
of a first crder numerator and a third order denominator was
selected tc model the system from which the freguency
response data was obtained. The results are shewn in
figures V-3A through V-3H. As can be seen fron the
graphical output presented in the figures, this particular
form of transfer function appears to match the measured
frequency response guite well over the entire range of
frequencies considered. The roots and gain of the transfer
function returned from the program are shown in figures V-3G
and V-3H. As in the previous example it happens that the
exact transfer function used to generate the measured data
input tc the CAIICC program is known. This transfer
function is given telow in order that the reader may compare
the values cf the original transfer function parameters with





<s 2.4) (s + 5) (s 150)
As can be seen from the data presented in figures V-3G and
V-5B, the parameter values returned from the program are in
close agreement with the original transfer function values.
While it is uclikely that they will ever be exactly the same
as the original values there is certainly not a significant
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3. Jyn thesis Example 3_.
A frequency response of a system with resonant
peaks, shcwc in figure V-4, is considered in this example.
The same example is considered in ref. 19, where a
combination cf graphical and analytical techniques are used
to determine the transfer function. Initially a transfer
function consisting of a first order numerator and second
order deocninator was assumed in trying to mcdel the sjstem.
This choice was based on the low and high frequency
magnitude curve slopes of approximately +20 db/decade and
-20 db/decade respectively and the low and high frequency
phase values cf approximately +90 degrees and -90 decrees*
This foru failed to match the dip in the magnitude curve in
the region cf 10 radians/second and the jump in the phase
curve in the same frequency area. After increasing the
order of the numerator and denominator, a transfer furction
consisting cf a third order numerator and fourth order
denominator was found to provide a phase and gain curve that
closely approximates the measured frequency response. The
results cf this are shown in figures V-4A through V-4H. The
numerical values of the transfer function parameters
returned from the program closely approximate those of the
actual system from which the frequency response measurements
were obtained. The interested reader may verify this fact
by comparing the values shown in figures V-4G and V-4E with
these of the actual system given in ref. 19.
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**• ~I5ih€sis Example 4_.
Id this fi«nal example problem a low order
approximation to a known higher order system is illustrated.
The original system transfer function under consideration
consists of a seventh order numerator and an eight order
denominator given by
7 6 S 4 3 2
16s + 4€3s +6010S +36380s +122664s +222088s +185760s+40320
8 7 6 S 4 3 2
s +36s +546s +4536s +22449s +67284s +118124s +109584s+40320
An analytical methpd of approximating this high crder
transfer function is discussed in ref. 21. Initially 40
discrete pcints, representing the freguency response cf the
high order transfer function were selected over the
freguency range from 0.01 radians/second tc 100.0
radians/second. In prder to be able tc form a comparison
with the reduced order model obtained in ref. 21, a transfer
function consisting of a first order numerator and a second
crder dercninator was assumed. The results returned from
the program using this form of transfer function are shown
in figures V-5A through V-5H. It is not surprising that
there is a significant amount of deviation in the lagcitude
curve in the vicinity of the resonant effects of the higher
order system nor tha<t the phase response cf this reduced
order mcdel does not match the higher order phase response
in the higher freguency range. In order tc compare these
results with analytical methods for forming reduced order
models, the freguency response for the reduced order model
of ref. 21 is shpwn in figures V-5I through V-5M. The
nunerical values returned from the CALICO program are cf the
same crder cf magnitude as those found by the analytical
technigue, but as can be seen frcm the magnitude curves of
172

tb€ two approaches (f iguresV-5A and V-5I) , the analytical
method matches the higher order transfer function extremely
well at the lower and higher frequencies and makes little
attempt tc match the higher order system in the ranee of
frequencies at which the resonant peaks occur. The results
returned frcm the prpgram, on the other hand because they
are a function cf the deviation of the response frcm the
desired values over the entire range of frequencies, tend to
distribute any error between the responses over the entire
range of frequencies being considered. A slightly different
representaticn of the system may te obtained by varying the
frequency range under consideration and the type of cost
function used in the program. For example, figures V-5N
through \K5U illustrate the effects of using a type twe cost
function and limiting the freguency range from 0.1 to 100.0
radians/secend. Again the decision as to which mcdel is
best must he made by the user in light of the intended use
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VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED FUIUBE STUDIES
The investigations carried out in this thesis illustrate
the feasibility cf automating the classical design of
compensators by specifying a set of desired values for the
magnitude and phase response of the open loop system at a
nuttber cf discrete freguency values over the range of
interest. The results achieved show that the complex
airimizaticn method of M. J. Box is guite capatle of
handling the constrained minimization problem and
conveniently provides a means of avoiding the numerical
differentiation of the cost function, reguired with gradient
search technigues. The incorporation cf stability criterion
in the implicit constraints of the minimization algorithm
also insures that the program will not design an unstable
compensator. Ey specifying the desired response in terms of
the magnitude and phase profiles, common freguency domain
specifications such as open loop bandwidth, phase margin,
and gain margin have been incorporated into one common
format and tte necessity for specialized routines to check
these specifications have been avoided. Those example
problems presented for which known results had been
established by other technigues show that the algorithm
presented provides accuracy that is certainly within the
necessarj tolerances for most engineering applications of
compensator design.
Also, while not specifically designed for the purpose,
the basic premise of the algorithm's minimizing the
difference between some desired freguency response and the
freguency response of the system as calculated bj the
computer program while the transfer function parameters are
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varied has been shewn to be effective in both determining a
transfer function from measured frequency response data and
in forming lew order models of known higher order linear
systems. In the formulation of lew order models the choice
of cost functicn and the freguency range specified may be
usee tc enphasize different aspects of the freguency
response which the low order model is tc approximate.
While this work has shown that the basic algcrithm
presented can be used to effectively design series
compensators based on freguency response specifications,
considerable work remains to be dene in this area.
Specifically, an option to select that only real poles and
zercs be considered as viable solutions to the compensator
design algorithm would not be a difficult addition tc the
program and should prove guite useful. Also, the
incorporation of a provision for handling pure time delays
would not reguire significant modification cf the program
ceding and wculd extend the capability of the algcrithm tc
the soluticn of problems involving transport delays.
Investigaticn of the method presented should be further
pursued in terms of multiloop systems and systems invclving
cempensatien in the feedback loop. It may also prove
worthwhile tc investigate extending this methed to nonlinear
components using describing functicn technigues.
In the areas of transfer function synthesis and reduced
order mcdeling, a more detailed investigaticn of both the
effects cf different cost functions and considering
different freguency ranges should be conducted. In
addition, it appears feasible to weight the cost function
over a particular freguency range by varying the density of
the discrete frequencies at which the desired magnitude and
phase profiles are specified. Time did not perait a
detailed investigation of this idea and further
investigation intc this area may be applicable to the
196

program utilization in both the areas of compensator design





In this section a brief description and background of
various subroutines is presented to aid the interested
reader in better understanding the internal logic of the
program. Also these descriptions are intended to facilitate
the task of anycne desiring to make mcdificatioES or
additions tc the program in order to handle systems of a





The purpose cf this subroutine sub-program is to
normalize tie coefficient cf the highest order term to
unity. Ibis is accomplished in a simple, straight forward
manner by dividing all the coefficients of the polynomial by
the coefficient cf the highest order term. Thus a
pclynomial given by
n
P(s) Z) V s "
i=0










where a is the coefficient cf the s term. The normalizing
n
factor a is also returned to the calling program.
n
It should be noted that the coefficients of the
noraalized pclynonial are returned under the same variable
nane as tte input coefficients.
Definitions cf the input and output parameters are:
Input Variables
A real one-dimensional array containing the
coefficients of the polynomial whose highest order
coefficient is to be normalized to unity. Opon
return from the subroutine this array will contain
the normalized coefficients of the polynomial.
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N The dimension of the array containing the
coefficients to be normalized.
VNOEM The normalizing factor, returned tc the





This sutroutine sub-program is used to calculate the
phase angle cf a polynomial at a particular frequency. In
order to circumvent the difficulty associated with standard
arctangent routines, which return values limited to the
range -* £r$ >* t the phase contributions fron the
individual factors are calculated and then summed to form
the total phase anjgle at a particular freguency. That is,
if the pclyncmial is factored and represented as the product
of first order terns of the form
P(s) = TT (s + z.)
i=0
where in general z may be a complex number of the form
i
z = a + jb , then at a particular freguency s = j« the
i i i
phase contribution of the individual factors niaj be
evaluated as







and the tctal phase angle at the particular freguency is the
sum of these individual phase contributions. The phase
contribution cf each of these first order terms will be
within the principal values of the arctangent routine cf the
ccuputer and the problems generally associated with




Definitions of the input and output parameters are:
Input Variables
EB A real one-dimensional array containing the
real tarts cf the roots of the polynomial.
fil A real one-dimensional array containing the
imaginary parts of the roots of the polynomial.
N An integer value specifying the number of
rccts cf the polynomial.
CHEGA The frequency in radians/sec at whict the
value cf the phase is to be computed.
Output Variables
TAMGD The total phase contribution of the




The purpose cf this subroutine sub-program is to
rearrange tte coefficients of a polynomial in inverse order
frcm that fed into the subroutine. Consider for example a
polynomial arranged in descending powers of s
n n-1
E (s) = a s + a s + ... a s + a
n n-1 10
Open return frcm this subroutine the coefficients would be
arranged in ascending powers of s. That is the polynomial
wculd be arranged as fellows
n-1 n
I <s) = a +as+... +a s +as01 n-1 n
While fceth representations are mathematically equivalent
the seguence cf the coefficients must be taken into account
when using various polynomial manipulation techniques within
the computer. The method used in reversing the sequence of
the input coefficients consists of temporarily storing the
first coefficient and sequentially shifting the remaining
coefficients. The coefficient in temporary storage is then
placed in the last cpefficient location. This process is
continued with the use of nested do loops and each tine the
shifting operation occurs the coefficient in temporary
storage is placed one location lower than the previous
number retrieved from temporary storage.
This subroutine requires no ether subroutines or
functions to carray put the procedure. The size of the one
dimensional array of coefficients that may te rearranged is
determined by the dimension cf the array in the calling
program.




X(I) A real one dimensional arraj containing the
coefficients to be rearranged. Upon return from the
subroutine this array contains the input coefficients
in reverse sequence from that entered.
The dimension of the array containing the




The purpose of this subroutine sub-program is to
Multiply the coefficients of one polynomial X (s) tines the
coefficiects cf another polynomial Y(s) to obtain the
coefficieots cf the resulting polynomial Z (s) . That is, if
it is desired to multiply two polynomials of the form
2 n-1 n
P(s)=a a s + a s + ... a s + as
1 ' o i 2 n-1 n
and
2 m-1 i
P (s) = b 4 b s + b s + . .. + b s ts2012 m-1 m
tcgether in crder to obtain a third resultant polynomial of
the general fcrm
2 i-1 i
P IS) = C +CS+CS + ... + c s c s3* 1 2 i-1 i
this scfcroctine is used in accomplishing this. The order
of the resulting polynomial is calculated by forming the sum
of the orcers cf the two input polynomials as
i = n + m
The various coefficients of the resulting pclynomial, which
ar€ reterned ic ascending powers of the indep€ndent
variable, are calculated as the sums of products of the
input coefficients by means of two nested do-loops. The
arrangement cf the two do-loops is such that the appropriate
product teins are summed in forming the respective
coefficierts cf the resultant pclynomial. All input and
output coefficients must be real numbers. The size cf the
pclynomials that nay be multiplied are controlled by their
respective dimension statements within the calling prcgram.




X »— A real one dimensional array containing the
coefficients of the first polynomial tc be
multiplied. These must be arranged in ascending
powers of the independent variable.
IDIMX The dimension cf the array X c ontaining the
coefficients of the first polynomial.
I — "— A real one dimensional array containing the
coefficients of the second polynomial tc be
multiplied. These must be arranged in ascending
powers of the independent variable.
IDIMY The dimension of the array Y containing the
coefficients of the second polynomial.
Output Variables
Z A real one dimensional array containing the
coefficients cf the resultant polynomial. These
coefficients are arranged in ascending powers cf the
independent variable.
IEIKZ The calculated dimension cf the array Z





The purpose cf this subroutine sub-prcgram is to
evaluate a pclyncaial having the complex variable s = <r + j<"








s is declared as a complex variable within the subroutine
and the indicated operations of summation and multiplication
are carried cut by a simple lcop operation taking advantage
cf the associative and distributive laws cf multiplication
and addition. This subroutine requires nc other
sub-programs to perform its function.
Definitions of the input and output parameters are:
Input Variables
A (I) A real one-dimensional array containing the
coefficients cf the polynomial that is to be
evaluated. The coefficients are assumed to be
arranged in ascending order according to the powers
of s with zero explicitly input for the coefficient
of any missing powers of s occuring in the
pclyncnial. The maximum size of this array is
controlled by the dimension of the array withir the
main prograo. The values of the coefficients in this




NN The order of the polynomial tc be evaluated.
This value is one less than the dimension of A (I)
.
PB The value of the real part cf the complex
variarle s at which the polynomial is to be
evaluated,
EI Th€ value of the imaginary part cf the
ccnplex variable s at which the polynomial is to be
evaluated.
Output Variables
VB The real part of the complex resultant value
of th€ polynomial evaluated at s = ° + j«>.
VI The imaginary part of the complex resultant




The purpose cf this subroutine sub-program is to
determine if a given input polynomial possesses right half
plane roots by using the Houth stability criterion. The
tclynomial coefficients are input in descending powers of
the independent variable- From these coefficients the Houth
array is calculated and the first column of this array is
searched for an indication of the existence of right half
plane rocts. Thus from an input polynomial cf the fora
























(n+1) 1 (n + 1) 2 (n+1) 3
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is formed, where in general the entries from the third row
cnward are given by
-
L(P- 1 Hjr(n-2) (i+1)J " [
d





The first column of this array is then tested to determine
if any of the elements are less than zero. Note that since
all coefficients are limited to positive values by the
search area restrictions in ether parts of the program no
prcvisiou has been made to handle the case cf the
coefficients cf the polynomial being all negative. Thus a
polynomial %ith all negative coefficients should be
multiplied by -1.0 prior to using this particular
subroutine fcr testing for right half plane roots.
Definitions of input and output parameters are:
Input Variables
Y A real one dimensional array containing the
coefficients of the polynomial in descending powers
of the independent variable.
N The dimension of the array Y.
Output Variables
ISTABL Integer output indicating the absence or
presence of right half plane roots
Q—*-Indicates the polynomial has no right half
plane rpots.





The purpcse cf this subroutine sub-program is to
calculate th€ ccefficients of a polynomial from the rccts of
the polyncoial. Ihe calculation is done using ccmplex
arithmetic in order to be able to compute the polynomial
coefficients when complex roots are present. The resulting
pclyncmial ccefficients are, however assumed to be real.
Thus, if ccmplex roots are present they must be in conjugate
pairs. ilsc the coefficient of the highest order term is
set egual to unity. Consider a polynomial of degree n
having n iocts. This may be expressed as
P(s) =TT (s + z.)
i=0
where in general the z 's may be complex. Ihe coefficients
i
of the polynomial that results when the above indicated
multiplicaticn is performed may be computed by the fcraula
n-i x~^
A. = (-1) • / (product of roots taken n-i at a time)
Thus the coefficients of the polynomial are given by
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a = z «z «z »z •...•z12 3 4 n
- z «z «z •••••z + z »z «z *...«z
i 12 3 n-i 2 3* n
a = z+z+z*z+z + ... + z
n-1 i 2 3 4 s n
a = 1
D
The largest crder polynomial that this particular subroutine
th
will handle is a 2-0 order. If larger polynomials are to
be considered the dimension of R within the subroutine must
be changed.
Definiticns of the input and output parameters are:
Input Variables
EB A real one-dimensional array containing the
real farts of the polynomial roots.
EI A real one-dimensional array containing the
inaginary parts of the polynomial rccts.
N An integer specifying the order of the
pclyncmial or eguivalently the dimension of the
arrays containing the real and imaginary parts cf the
rccts.
Output Variables
CI A real one-dimensional array containing the
12

resulting coefficients cf the polynomial arranged in
ascending powers of the independent variable. The
dimension of this array must be one larger than the
dimensions of the arrays containing the real and
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A (I) None Array containing the coefficients
of the plant transfer function
numerator
ADAMG (I) db Array containing the desired cpen
loop magnitude response in db at
the discrete frequencies specified
by the designer.
AMAG(I) db Output array containing the
magnitude or the cpen loop
freguency response in db at tke
discrete frequencies specified.
ANGDEE Degrees Phase angle contribution of the
open loop system transfer function
denominator at a specific
freguency.
ANGDEE Eadians Phase angle contribution of the
open loop system transfer function
denominator at a specific
freguency.
ANGNUE Degrees Phase angle contribution of the
open loop system transfer function
numerator at a specific freguency.
ANGNUE Eadians Phase angle contribution of the
open loop system transfer function
numerator at a specific frequency.
E(I) None Array containing the coefficients
of the plant transfer function
denominator.
CO (I) None One dimensional working array used
primarily in reading polynomial
coefficients and inputing data to
root finding subroutines.
COF(I) None One dimensional working array used
primarily to store resulting
coefficients used in checking
accuracy of root finding
subroutines.
COFASN(I) None Array containing the coefficients






COFASI(I) None Array containing th€ coefficients
of the cpen loop system transfer
function denominator.
COFWBK(I) None One dimensional working array used




DELPHI Degrees Difference between two numerator
phase angle ccntritutions at
successive discrete frequencies.
DELPSI Degree: Difference between two denominator
phase angle contributions at
successive discrete frequencies.
DIFF1 (I) db Difference between the desired and
actual magnitude of the open loop
freguency response at the discrete
frequency values specified in the
input.
DIFF2 (I) Degrees Difference between the desired and
actual phase of the open loop
freguency response at the discrete
freguency values specified in the
input.
DMAG(I) None Array containing the desired
magnitude response at the discrete
freguencies specified by the
designer.
DQPHSC(I) Degrees Input array containing the desired
phase profile of the open loop
system at the discrete freguencies
chosen.
DSFQ Eadians Interval to be used if discrete
freguency values are to be
incremented linearly.
FBEQ(I) None Logarithm of the discrete
freguencies used in constructing
abscissa for Bode plots.
GAIN None
GAINCC None
Gain of plant transfer function






IBB None Input integer to be set equal to
unity if the desired open loop
magnitude response is input in db,
IEBBXF None Output integer indicating the
completion code of the minimization
routine.
INFORB None Alphabetic input indicating if
coefficients are tc be read ic
factored cr polynomial form.
IPLOT None Integer input, to be set to ucity
if CALCOMP plots of results are
desired.
IZOH None Integer input set egual to unity if
there is a zero order hold in the
error signal path prior to the
plant and compensator.
KNOW None Integer input indicating if
discrete frequency values are tc be
read in or incremented linearly
from the minimum frequency.
NEODE None Integer input to be set egual to
unity if Bode plot is not desired
NCD None Order of compensator transfer
function denominator.
NCN None Order of compensator transfer
function numerator.
NICHCL None Integer input to be set egual tc
unity if Nichol's plot is not
desired.
NMINFS None Integer input to be set egual to
unity if a nonminimum phase
solution is to be allowed.
NOMEG None Integer specifying the total number
of discrete frequency points being
considered in the input frequency
response profile. This number must
be { 500.






MSN None Order of the system open lccp
transfer function numerator.
NTPD None Order of plant transfer function
denominator.
NTFN None Order of plant transfer function
numerator.
NYQST None Integer input to be set equal tc
unity if Nyguist plct is not
desired.
N3 None Dimension of array containing plant
transfer function numerator
coefficients.
N4 None Dimension of array containginc
plant transfer function denominator
coefficients.
CDENI None Value of the immaginary part cf the
system open loop transfer function
denominator evaluated at a
particular frequency.
CDENH None Value of the real part of the
system open loop transfer function
denominator evaluated at a
particular frequency.
CMAG(I) None Output array containing the
magnitude of the frequency response
computed for the open loop system
transfer function at the discrete
frequencies specified.
CNUMI None Value of the immaginary part cf the
system open loop transfer function
numerator evaluated at a particular
frequency.
CNOME None Value of the real part of the
system open loop transfer function
numerator evaluated at a particular
frequency.
CPHSD (I) Degrees Output array containing the phase
of the frequency response of the






CPHSR (I) Radians Output array containing the phase
of the frequency response of the
open loop system transfer function
at the discrete frequencies
specified.
SAMAG (I) db Array containing the magnitude of
the simulation of the resulting
optimized system transfer function.
SAPHSE(I) Degrees Array containing the phase cf the
simulation of the resulting
optimized system transfer function,
Sees Sampling period if a zero crder
hold is present in the system.
WFREg<I) Radians Array containing the discrete
frequencies specified by the
designer.
UMAX Radians Input specifying the maximum
frequency value of the range cf
frequencies being considered.
HMIN Radians Input specifying the minimum
frequency value of the range cf
frequencies being considered.
SS Radians Output giving the sampling
frequency if a zero crder hold is
present in the system.
XS(I) None Array in which values to be varied
by the minimizaticn routine are
stored. At the start this array
contains the initial guess of the
coefficient values and at
completion the array contains the
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